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2.

PAPER ON CRYPT^NAT.YTIC MACHDi

AT OKH/IN 7A1 " at OIOV/Qhi.

A". Hollerith department was set up at IN l/lV (later IN 7/VT and

then Ag N/NA) as ear* as the .inter of ™ £^a£io
instigation of some actuaries who were familiar with cryptana^y

problems there and knew Hollerith methods from civil life. The

Hollerith section grew considerably in the course of time, both in r p

of the number of machines it had and of personnel engaged. in^
there were perhaps 30-40 female punchers engaged and about 20 ^oldi
who were Hollerith mechanics and such like m ^f

1^^^*
fi

B^
Schencke was in charge. Some of the bigger Hollerith ^c!^s

always being provided with special new wirings for special tlG

purposes, at e.g. for non-carrying addition and subtraction in codes

work. Most of the tasks, however, consisted of
?
h%

us
^
al

r^S

^2istic3
(bigrams, trigrams, chain statistics, [Kettenstatistic] ,

column statistics

[
Spaltenstatistic] and of simple figure-calculations, e.g. ^ wo« °n

Hagelin machines. But, as a rule, no tasks were undertaken which could

not have been carried out by hand by perhaps 100 people m a reasonable

time.

The limited width of the Hollerith card was soon found to be

inconvenient, particularly in counting out of repeats for the purpose of

lining-up [Vergatterung] 2 oipher texts. The obvious solution appeared

to be in this case to work with perforated strips and 5-unit alphabet.

Orders were given at the beginning of '43 (?) for the construction of such

a machine,, As, however, section VI only had a completely inadequate

workshop at its disposal, and by that time it was already impossible to

.get any more tools etc., an agreement was made with the Hollerith firm

that a few rooms, together with workshop machines, tools etc., in the

factory buildings at Lichterfelde Ost should be placed at the disposal of

section VT. An engineer of the name of Schuessler of the Hollerith firm

was placed in charge of this newly set-up workshop; he was dressed up as

a Sonderfuehrer (Z), and was given a special section of his own. He was,

in ray opinion, pretty unsuitable for solving the problems set and, anyway,

as far as his specialist knowledge was concerned, not even remotely comparable
to the undermentioned gentlemen of OKW/Chi. The repeat counting machine was
ready in the Autumn of '43 (or Y/inter 43/44?). It worked on a mechanical-
electrical principle, the speed was not very high (i think a maximum of
40 pairs of letters a second), and there was somehow an "idling period"
[Leerlauf J which was very inconvenient. It is vj

apparatus was completed, none of the specialist department doing praotic;
cryptanalysis had any use for it, so that the question was justifiably
raised why such an apparatus had been built at all. I do not think that
it was ever used for practical tasks.

.
in the Winter '43/44, the workshop began to be engaged on the

construction of various mechanical aids, but they cannot be described
as cryptanalytic maohines. Thus, for example, a machine was made which
automatically punched on Hollerith cards the Russian T/p traffic taken on
perforated strips with 5-unit alphabet, plans were made, too, in the
Spring of « 44 for machines which were t o perform certain calculation tasks
such as arose during work on Hagelin machines; but those were not
cryptanalytic machines either, but special calculating machines. I do not
know whether work was ever started on the construction of these maohines -
the order was probably issued - because I went to an entirely different
department in June '44 and was given quite different tasks. In short
Ag N/NA had until June and in all probability subsequently, no
cryptanalytic machine which could be used for the practical solution of
any codes or oiphers.

different at OKW/Chi. There wa3 no Hollerith
know), and perhaps for tha-; verv reason thev
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than in IN 7-Ag N> the necessity of developing and constructing special
devices. I should think it was in the Sunnier of '42 that I heard for
the first tine that Chi had a workshop for speoial purposes of this kind
and that, in particular, a repeat-counting apparatus v/as being constructed
there, bearing the nick-name "Sawyers Jack" [Saegebock]. In the year »43#
some gentlemen of our section VI visited the Chi workshop: among these
was Doering, who told me that other devices in addition to the Saegebock
were being constructed (or were even already in existence ??) and that
clearly first-olass specialists were working there. Then again in the
summer of '43, 1 paid another visit to Chi on other business and had a
discussion with Obit. Hasenjaeger, who belonged to Dr. HUettenhain*

s

specialist party, in the course of this meeting, he told me that it was
possible to oonstruct repeat counting devices with a capacity of 10,000

5- I f ? f
eoond

( ? )' attai^d by means of using photo-electrio
cells wnioh worked for all intents and purposes w ithout inertia. Filmswere probably to be used as carriers of the cipher texts. He also said

performanordevioe
dering *** possibility <* constructing such a high-

< •

devi^fJa
nJ?

0t U
?
tU ,£*dl 037 Ĵ ril that I myself saw anything of the

loSer r^lmw ~ P"* f
ff * flhort tiae

' for a reason which I no£^^^!r
'
t0

.
388 Dr* HUettenhain, ana while I was there

™Stl
8^pita

? ^VMND by ohanoe arrived too. Tn this very

SS?wre £l^J*^1*^™* ^ted to come an4 see Jhe devices^xhey were all set up ready to work. Dr. HUettenhain arranged for Kao.

a very'shorf^lor ?*i 5 ^8 *»» was only
any nomen? r^fpfSf ' OA to £ hour), as the General was expectedany moment 1 clearly remember 3 devices :

^

1) Repeat counting device*

• 2) Device for solving aiinple transpositions.

another device ?), ^was not^vni^1T*3^1* ( or was that on
the places was done. Fr^ ™ plained how the evaluation of
in the field* transBcsiti^'.^i

8 trUe vexy experienoe
they could aoS«S^SJ at i^^6

'
1 °°Uld not *ui*e Sa^T

maintained thatVa^al^^T*' N
!
vertho^ > It waT

with success with tSeXicT^ * 0yatemW forked m
4)[sioJ Device for recovering a figur* ^tra<itor in ^
there^l^:^ at that time, but
corresponding to the 10^000 poss^oie ™, *^ tf 100 * 10Cm some way the cipherw P0S3lDle

> book-groups, against which^^^r°l^c^tf^^^. ^tem £rtd
photographed and the ooint S 5f f ^r the s^LUare was
gave the result. Ther^ wL n

PGSt black looked f that
code.

There waa n° corresponding system for a 5-figure

Apart from thea«
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some sort of statistics. One, I remember, looked for repeats, which

?/ere recorded automatically. The perforated strip with 5 unit alpnaDeu

was on all the devices with the exceptions of 3) the carrier at tne

cipher text, if I remember rightly. A large number of relays was used,

and in addition, photo-electric cells and possibly condensers too as

storers. Kap, Singer spoke briefly With Baurat Rotscheidt on some purely

technical matters, of which I understood nothing. I never had a chance to

put any questions. I do not know what codes and ciphers were really worked

on by means of these machines - apart from a reference to the Japanese

transposition system, I should think they were diplomatic traffics, in

accordance with the sphere of Chi. Some of the workshops in which the

devices were constructed were in the building, s"ome in Grunewald, and some

at jtiterbog. I heard and saw nothing more of all these devices later, as

I have been working on nothing but ciphering since June. I did, however,
speak to Dr. Rotscheidt two or three times about this new activity since
he was interested in it* In the Winter, he even spent a few hours once
at Signals Experimental Station Staats, in order that Dr. Lot^e could show
him the devices they had for deciphering enciphered speech.

Trans: K.C.K,


